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Friday April 30, 2021 
 
Heifer judging all day. All registered bidders will be given 
a ballot to vote for their favorite heifer. 

5:00 p.m. The Rex and Sherese Glendenning  
  Heifer Sale Lots 1-31.
7:15 p.m.  The Red McCombs Party sponsored
  by Mike and Holly Davis of Lucky
  Mountain Ranch. Join us for fun, food  
  and great entertainment by Cactus   
  Country.

Saturday, May 1, 2021 
 
8:00 a.m.  Breakfast Tacos sponsored by 
  HH Cattle Co.
10:00 a.m.  The Fiesta Texas Longhorn Sale 
   sponsored by Mike and Jeanie Casey

Cactus Country

Hired Hand Live Bidding
On-line viewing and bidding provided by Hired Hand Live. 
Those interested much register at least 24 hours prior to 
sale day. Absentee and auto bids are accepted. Go to www.
hiredhandlive.com to register. Click on “Red McCombs Fiesta 
Sale” to view. For questions contact Molly Clubb at 319/269-
8903.

Please note - We recommend that all serious bidders utilize 
the absentee and auto bid features to avoid internet delay. 
If the internet connectivity at our ranch cannot support 
Hired Hand Live’s video broadcast your absentee and auto 
bids will still be accepted. On-line participants may be able 
to hear the sale even if video cannot be seen. Should the 
auction not be able to be broadcast, cancellation of the on-
line portion will be announced at least 12 hours in advance 
and all registered bidders will be notified via email.

Directions:
Red McCombs Ranch is located 4.5 miles North of
Johnson City, Texas on U.S. Hwy. 281. 

1746 RM one,
Johnson City, Texas 78636 On-line viewing and bidding provided by Hired Hand

Live. Those interested much register at least 24 hours
prior to sale day. Absentee and auto bids are accepted.
Go to www.hiredhandlive.com to register. Click on
“Red McCombs Fiesta Sale” to view. For questions con-
tact Molly Clubb at 319/269-8903.

Please note - We recommend that all serious bidders uti-
lize the absentee and auto bid features to avoid internet
delay. If the internet connectivity at our ranch cannot
support Hired Hand Live’s video broadcast your absen-
tee and auto bids will still be accepted. On-line partici-
pants may be able to hear the sale even if video cannot
be seen. Should the auction not be able to be broadcast,
cancellation of the on-line portion will be announced at
least 12 hours in advance and all registered bidders will
be notified via email.

lodging in Marble Falls, Texas
Best Western plus

1403 n. highway 281
830 693-5122

holiday Inn express
714 Corazon Dr.

830 693-0707

Quality Inn
1206 US highway 281

830 693-7531

hampton Inn
704 1st St.

830 798-1895

Motel 6
1400 ollie lane

830 265-6565

la Quinta Inn & Suites
501 highway 2147 W.

830 798-2020
Directions
Red McCombs Ranch is located 4.5 miles North of Johnson 
City, Texas on U.S. Hwy. 281.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
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We are very excited about this year’s sale. Due to the makeup of 
this sale this will be a unique group of cattle. We will be selling 
all of our herd calved before 2016 plus our herd bulls. We have 

held nothing back. This herd is as proven as any cattle could be. 
Buyers should recognize this once in a lifetime opportunity to buy 
cattle of this quality and reputation and it not be a dispersal. We 

have retained approximately 90 head and several young bulls 
that will serve as our next generation. 

 
We would like to thank the sponsors of this sale. Their dedication 

to our sale and the cattle will make our sale better than ever. 

Red McCombs

Welcome to the RM!

Lodging in marble Falls, Texas

Best Western Plus
1403 N. Highway 281
830 693-5122

Holiday Inn Express
714 Corazon Dr.
830 693-0707

Quality Inn
1206 US Highway 281
830 693-7531

Hampton Inn
704 1st St.
830 798-1895

Motel 6
1400 Ollie Lane
830 265-6565

La Quinta Inn & Suites
501 Highway 2147 W.
830 798-2020

Lodging in Johnson City Area

Carter Creek Winery
4064 West US Highway 290
(877) 232-0138
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Thank You to our event sponsors
Rex and Sherese Glendenning
When we decided to bring the heifer sale back to Friday night we immediately 
thought that Rex and Sherese would be a perfect fit to sponsor and host this part 

of the sale. The Glendennings have been strong supporters 
of the breed for many years and are known for buying 
the best cattle in the market when they add to their herd. 
We are proud to have them sponsor the Rex and Sherese 
Glendenning Heifer Futurity and Sale.

Drag Iron (WS Jamakizm x Shinning Victory)

Mike and Holly Davis
Mike and Holly have become an important part of our sale. They bought their 
first cattle here and their herd has some of the best cattle in the breed. The Red 

McCombs Party sponsored by Mike and Holly is one of the 
highlights of the sale. 

3S Danica (RM Checkered Flag x 3S Touchdown Tari)

HH Cattle Co
John and Susie Hever and Chap and Ethel Hutcheson are HH Cattle Co. These folks 
have been strong supporters of the RM for many years now. John has always told 

people that the Fiesta Sale is his sale and we consider him 
to be our cheerleader. John helps us have an exciting time. 
The Saturday morning breakfast is hosted by HH Cattle Co. 

RM High Hopes (JP Rio Grande x Shadow Jubilee)

Mike and Jeanie Casey
Mike and Jeanie Casey have always been good for the longhorn business through 
their support and promotion of the breed and we welcome them as sponsors of the 

Saturday sale. Mike buys and sells top end cattle. He has 
been very consistent in selling high lots at our sale each 
year. 

Pacific Yellow Bell (Top Caliber x Wiregrass Ribbon)
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CONSIGNOR: Lazy J Longhorns
DOB: 1/21/2018      PH#: 86      REG: 279019
BREEDING INFORMATION: She is bred to Cut ‘N Edge. 

COMMENTS: Check out this beauty, she has one of the 
best horn sets I have ever seen on a heifer. She’s in her 
60’s and going to have a tight twist to her horns. Her 
mother was also an extreme lateral twist female that 
really did well for us. Combines the great Farlap Chex 
and Boomerang on the top side with the great Tempt-
er on the bottom side She comes to you safe in calf 
to our son of 93” Cut N Dried. He was over 1320# at 
24 months and is pushing 80” before he’s 3 years old 
with a body to die for. Should make for an incredible 
calf that will be one to watch in future futurities.

Lot #1 LJL Hot Rosetta

Lot #2 KDK  Brook’s Ore0

CONSIGNOR: KDK Longhorns
DOB: 2/13/2018       PH#: 821      REG: CI313944
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to KDK Wildfire. 

COMMENTS: KDK Brook’s Oreo is a stunning black and 
white heifer from five generations of black and white on her 
dam’s side. Oreo is everything a breeder desires: long, tall, 
calm, with nice conformation and a gorgeous horn set. She 
is sired by the legendary Cowboy Chex (who produced the 
$165,000, 104” TTT Cowboy Tuff). To top it off, Oreo sells 
bred to our Horn Showcase Bronze, Futurity and Superior 
Bull award winner, KDK Wildfire. He measured 77.5” TTT 
at just 2 years 2.5 months. 
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CONSIGNOR: Glendenning Farms
DOB: 2/25/2018      PH#:  2/18     REG: CI323526
BREEDING INFORMATION: Confirmed bred to Law-
man

COMMENTS: This one will be hard to part with. A 
beautiful Drag Iron daughter with body, color, horns 
and a granddaughter of Tejas Star on the maternal 
side. Confirmed bred to Lawman, a son of AF Gun 
Slinger, due to calve Spring 2021. A special package! 
TTT measurement will be announced at sale date. For 
more information go to: Glendenningfarms.com/con-
signments.

Lot #3

CONSIGNOR: MK Cattle Co. 
DOB: 3/28/2018      PH#: 38      REG: CI314603
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to HL Samurai’s 
Rainmaker.

COMMENTS: Beautiful fawn colored heifer having al-
ready produced a beautiful multi-colored heifer. With 
Crisp Respect and Super Bowl genetics on the top and 
bottom you cannot go wrong. She measured 59 1/8” 
at 30 months. We love this rare and beautiful fawn 
color - take her home! 

Lot #4 MK Colossal Q

GF Dragonette
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/31/2018      PH#: 934      REG: CI316138
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Should calve before the 
sale by The Edge of RM.

COMMENTS: This is a sexy heifer with flash to spare, 
lateral horns and a pedigree that can’t be faulted. Her 
sire is RM High Hopes, a many times proven sire of 
exceptional offspring. He combines breed greats JP 
Rio Grande and Shadow Jubilee. In most animals this 
alone in the pedigree would catch your attention. Then 
you add a strong bottom side with Top Caliber crossed 
on a cow that is a Plum Perfect daughter, and that 
was loaded with twist that was Emperor crossed on 
the best of Butler. Oh my what a package. 

Lot #5 RM Perfect hopes 934

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB:  4/15/2018     PH#:  949     REG: CI316151
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to our Checkered 
Flag son RM Checks All Boxes 962.

COMMENTS: If you want to top our heifers from 2018, here 
she is! It just doesn’t get any better than this. She has added 
8 1/2” TTT in six months and 19 1/2” in a year. This heifer 
is not only stunning but she will be as good as her $40,000 
dam, or better. Her dam is an over 90” cow that is Bowman 
bred and traces to the best Loomis cattle as well as Rio, Boo-
merang, Farlap Chex and J. R. Grand Slam. Simply stated we 
try to put something in this heifer sale that we would want 
to buy. We would want to buy this heifer! Take advantage of 
this opportunity. 

Lot #6 RM She’s Unbelievable 949
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CONSIGNOR: Buckhorn Cattle Co
DOB:  4/17/2018     PH#: 823      REG: CI314767
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to Magic Man HB.

COMMENTS: This heifer is as good as it gets from our 
25 year breeding program. Her horn shape is difficult 
to measure TTT. She measured 74” TTT  on 12/4/20. 
Projected to be in the 90” club. 

Lot #7

CONSIGNOR: BEME Longhorns
DOB: 4/17/2018      PH#:  823     REG: CI34767
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to BEME Iron Safari. 

COMMENTS: This girl has some of the greats in her 
pedigree - RM High Hopes, Sittin Bull, RM Mellow 
Specks PAT, Shadow Jubilee, J.P. Rio Grande and 
Hunts Command Respect to name a few! She mea-
sured 63” on 1/14/21, at 2 years 7 months old. She 
would look good in your pasture. 

Lot #8 BEME Sittin Hopeful 

BH Delightful 823
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CONSIGNOR: Tio Benito Longhorns
DOB: 7/12/2018      PH#: 871      REG: CI326973
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Estrella Roja is exposed 
to 3 time Bronze Winner, TS Superstar Regard.

COMMENTS: This brindle beauty’s rich pedigree and 
early horn growth with excellent mass has winner 
written all over. From strong maternal lines, her big 
horn dam is the product of 2 exemplary families going 
back to JP Rio Grande, El Presidente, Maximus, and 
Gunsmoke. She was sired by RR Storm Shooter, a 
mid 80’s son of Sharp Shooter out of Wind Chime BL, 
Storm Shooter is owned by El Coyote.

Lot #9

CONSIGNOR: LM Longhorns
DOB: 7/23/2018      PH#: 350      REG: CAI31657
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to Century 100

COMMENTS: We bought Wrought Iron Rose off the 
top of Schumacher Cattle’s herd with specific intent 
to breed her to our young Danica bull, Century 100, 
multiple times. This outstanding Drag Iron daughter 
should have a calf at side on sale date, and we are 
only selling this pair so we have more spending money 
for Saturday’s RM’s cow sale. I’ve lost my mind selling 
this one... better buy her before I get my sanity back! 

Lot #10 Wrought Iron Rose SS

tB Estrella Roja
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CONSIGNOR: MK Cattle Co.
DOB: 9/10/2018      PH#:  41     REG: CI314608
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to HL Samu-
rai’s Rainmaker to 10/1/20. Then exposed to RM High 
Hopes 1/15/21 to 4/29/21. 

COMMENTS: The red roan color on this young lady is 
outstanding. Iron Mike and Crisp Respect genetics on 
the top and bottom make this one a winner. She mea-
sured 51 1/8” at 26 months. Her dam measured 78 
3/4” at 61 months. You need this coloring and genetics 
in your program. 

Lot #11 MK Xena
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CONSIGNOR: Brazos Rose Ranch 
DOB: 10/8/2018      PH#: 898      REG: CI317379
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to Dunn Buckeye 

COMMENTS: Sara is a beautiful PCC Rim Rock 
daughter out of one of our best Brazos Rose Ranger 
daughters combining two foundational genetics at 
the Brazos Rose Ranch.  She’s a big bodied heifer and 
measured 62.5” at 25 months.  She comes exposed to 
Dunn Buckeye, our young partnership bull with Nancy 
Dunn.  Buckeye is a son of the 100+” Dunn Lucky Dice.  
Calf is due in the Fall of 2021. Lots of potential with 
this one!!!

Lot #12 rim rocks sara 898
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CONSIGNOR: SE Longhorn Ranch
DOB: 10/23/2018      PH#:  55/8     REG: CI317030
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to Catch

COMMENTS: Beautifully marked Fifty-Fifty BCB 
daughter, out of the Cooper 167 Lamb Familiy on the 
bottom. Exposed to our award-winning Superior bull 
CATCH, for a fall 2021 calf. She is one of our sweet-
est heifers with very nice disposition and will eat out 
of your hand, built with great conformation, horns 
pointing in the right direction and color that will catch 
your eye in the pasture. Complete package here with 
stacked genetics for any program. For more informa-
tion visit selonghornranch.com/consignment. 

Lot #13

CONSIGNOR: Tio Benito Longhorns
DOB: 11/29/2018      PH#: 811/6      REG: CI326974
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to TS Superstar 
Regard.

COMMENTS: Her outstanding dam is the successful 
marriage of El Coyote breeding to a fancy 80+” Red 
McCombs Super Bowl daughter....Kelly’s Storm is sired 
by RR Storm Shooter, a mid 80’s” Sharp Shooter son 
out of Wind Chime BL, with his own pasture at El 
Coyote. She is a mirror image of her blueprint dam’s, 
femininity, strong horizontal direction and easy dispo-
sition. Exposed to 3 times Bronze Winner, TS Super-
star Regard.

Lot #14 TB Kelly’s Storm

Designer Fifty BCB
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CONSIGNOR: Alan and Teresa Sparger
DOB:  2/1/2019     PH#: 91      REG: CI319558
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Not exposed

COMMENTS: This heifer is going to make a great cow! 
G & L Painted Savage has continuously sired spectac-
ular daughters. She is dog gentle, easy to handle and 
her dam is always an overachiever. We love cows that 
outproduce themselves! Her pedigree is stacked for 
success with ZD Kelly, The Shadow and the immortal 
Butler bull, Bold Ruler. She has not been exposed. 
Horns on 2/7 were 57”. She was 50 1/4” on 9/18 so 
she’s really putting out the growth.

Lot #15

CONSIGNOR: BC Cattle Co.
DOB: 3/1/2019      PH#: 3      REG: CI324991
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Left open for your bull.

COMMENTS: Smoke’N Dreams is my first heifer out of 
RM Hopes and Dreams and boy is she a dandy. With-
out a doubt the fanciest heifer I’ve ever raised and if 
you’ll look at her pedigree you’ll see it’s pretty fancy 
as well. This heifer will be a great addition to anyone’s 
herd. 

Lot #16 BC Smoke’n dreams

3s whoa nellie
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CONSIGNOR: Fairlea Longhorn Ranch
DOB: 3/2/2019      PH#: 911      REG: CI320538
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to BH Ferdinand

COMMENTS: Color, size, conformation, and horn - it’s 
all here in one spectacular package. We named her for 
our twin grandsons because she, like they, represent 
the best the breed can offer. Samax’s dam is JTW Pe-
nelope whose last measurement was 91-1/4”. Her sire 
Santee Chex has made heifers that have topped four 
different sales including Red’s. She is exposed to BH 
Ferdinand, my Patton son, who has over 85” at 3-1/2. 
Breeding and current horn measurement provide at 
sale. 

Lot #17

CONSIGNOR: Fairlea Longhorn Ranch
DOB: 3/17/2019      PH#: 914      REG: CI320539
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to BH Ferdinand

COMMENTS: This young gal is going to be a real head 
turner. Her mama, Cherry Top, was 92 1/2” when I 
sold her at the 2020 Legacy and is one of the best 
cows I ever owned. Her daddy is Santee Chex, who 
just keeps on producing sale toppers like Diamond L’ll 
who topped Reds 2017 at $60,000. She’ll be mid 50s 
and then watch for her to put on the after burners just 
like her mama did. Sierra will sell bred to BH Ferdi-
nand, my new 85” son of Patton (93”). Wow!

Lot #18 Pacific sierra

Pacific samax
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CONSIGNOR: HH Cattle Co. 
DOB: 3/24/2019      PH#: 200      REG: C1321377
BREEDING INFORMATION: Heifer calf at side by BBR 
Black Out HH, born 2/21/21.

COMMENTS: This beautiful heifer was born on 
3/24/19 and measured 56.75” TTT this January 2nd 
She was sired by RM High Hopes, our colorful herd 
sire measuring 88.25” TTT. Heifer calf at side by BBR 
Black Out HH, the offspring of HH Samurai and HH 
Pacific Frost. Samurai was one of the nation’s top 
selling bulls three years ago and Pacific Frost is the 
over 82” TTT black and white cow offered as lot 66 in 
this auction.

Lot #19

CONSIGNOR: Silver T Ranch
DOB:  3/28/2019     PH#:  181    REG: CI318996
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to Game Changer

COMMENTS: Silver Iron is the product of Iron Sharpens 
Iron (83” TTT) and Tuff Trash Chex (90” TTT). She is 
quiet, easy and has a loaded pedigree with Drag Iron, 
Jamakism, Cowboy Tuff Chex, JP Rio Grande and BL Rio 
Catchit. It’s loaded with many 80, 90 and 100” TTT an-
imals. They have just been put out with our partnership 
bull with Kent Mayes and Scott Pace, Game Changer, 
our black and white Goldmine son. Bid in confidence. 

Lot #20 Silver Iron

HL Hope for Wedding Vow
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CONSIGNOR: LM Longhorns
DOB: 4/7/2019      PH#:  273     REG: CI320071
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Unexposed. 

COMMENTS: Miss Llano Sissie is a gorgeous, tiger 
brindle heifer that we bought at side of a well bred El 
Coyote cow. A 2019 model, she’s unexposed to breed 
to the bull of your choice. As sponsors of the Friday 
Night Party we wanted to offer something special...
and here she is! Happy bidding!

Lot #21

CONSIGNOR: Legend Valley Ranch
DOB:  4/3/2019     PH#: 1955      REG: 282798
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to LVR Silent 
Rage.

COMMENTS: This amazing heifer is packed full of great 
genetics and already has incredible horn growth. She’s 
sired by the great Concealed Weapon, who’s in the 
upper 80’s TTT with a dam that has an equally impres-
sive amount of horn. If you’re looking for a legacy level 
cow that could hit a hundrend inches TTT, check this girl 
out. She was 57 3/16” TTT on 1/1/16/21 and won’t be 2 
years old until 4/3. So if you’re looking for a cow to build 
a program around or already have a top tier herd and 
are looking for a heifer that is good enough to fit in, don’t 
miss this opportunity!

Lot #22 LVR Krystalline

LM Miss Llano Sissie
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CONSIGNOR: Jack Mountain Ranch
DOB: 4/15/2019      PH#:  4/9     REG: CI322003
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Unexposed. 

COMMENTS: JMR Brown Sugar is a 20 month old with excellent 
breeding top and bottom. She is out of RR Cristal Dust x 3S Sugar 
Lump. The breeding of Brown Sugar’s sire is out of RR Sweet Brindle 
Dust x PPF Mimosa going back to a great one in Sweet Chex 783, and 
PPF Gunmaker. Brown Sugar’s dam is highlighted with RM Checkered 
Flag x 3S Awesome Touch, and from there goes back to Iron Mike ST 
and Touchdown of RM. JMR Brown Sugar is loaded with greats in 
the Longhorn industry. At 20 months she measured 63” TTT. Her sire, 
measured 87” TTT while her dam is knocking on the door of 80” TTT. 
JMR Brown Sugar sells not exposed. Top breeding and genetics! 

Lot #23

CONSIGNOR: Lazy J Longhorns
DOB: 4/25/2019      PH#: 13/9      REG: Pending
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Unexposed

COMMENTS: Liberty is a true black and white daugh-
ter of our top herd sire, Fifty Shades Darker, a son 
of the late, great Fifty-Fifty BCB. He also brings in 
the over 90” Vanilla Milkshake on the top side to the 
pedigree. Liberty’s mother is a natural born half sister 
to the 100” TTT BL Rio Catchit! Her mother is a super 
easy keeper cow that always raises a big fat calf. Take 
her home, win some futurities and breed her to your 
top herd sire. She is a special, big, flat horned heifer for 
your condiseration.

Lot #24 LAZYJ’S LIBERTY

JMR Brown Sugar
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CONSIGNOR: Silver T Ranch
DOB: 5/2/2019      PH#:  17/9     REG: CI323456
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to Game Changer 

COMMENTS: Beautiful, easy, sweet heifer with great 
conformation. Her pedigree is loaded up with great 
genetics starting with Rowdy HR who was voted the 
2x Ultimate Bull at the Horn Showcase. You have Van 
Horne Texa, Tempter and the great black and white Tex-
ana Van Horne. On the top you have Gunman, JR Grand 
Slam,  LLL Rosemary and Shadowism. They have just 
been put out with our partnership bull with Kent Mayes 
and Scott Pace, Game Changer, our black and white 
Goldmine son. Bid in confidence! 

Lot #25

CONSIGNOR: Glendenning Farms
DOB:  5/2/2019     PH#: 82/19      REG: CI326015
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to GF Buck Winn

COMMENTS: Maggie Mae is absolutely one of our 
favorite heifers. A beautiful, eye-catching, tri-colored 
daughter of Rex Chex, son of Cowboy Tuff Chex. Her 
dam is an Iron Mike daughter out of a Possum Eyes 
granddaughter. She is stacked with great genetics 
including JP Rio Grande, Hunts Command Respect, 
Heavy Hitter and G-Man. Maggie Mae will be a tre-
mendous addition to any herd. Exposed to our Drag 
Iron son, Buck Winn from 2/1/21 to sale date. For more 
information go to: Glendenningfarms.com/consign-
ments.

Lot #26 GF Maggie Mae RC

Rowdy’s Sarah HCL
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CONSIGNOR: Circle Double C Ranch
DOB:  5/27/2019     PH#:  122     REG: CI324630
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Not Exposed

COMMENTS: Red Tari is a heifer we were holding on 
to because of her twist. It takes a little longer but if 
you look at her dam you will see its worth the wait. 
We sold her dam to the Crafts/Vasuts as this past 
Legacy sale and she’s nearly 90” TTT. We only con-
signed Red Tari becasue John Hever called asking for 
a special heifer for Red’s sale and this girl goes back 
to his breeding.  

Lot #27

CONSIGNOR: Helm Cattle Co.
DOB: 6/3/2019      PH#:  961     REG: CI319426
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Not exposed.

COMMENTS: This beautiful deep brindled heifer combines 
two of the greatest females in the industry one being the 
great $100,000 plus D/O Miss Grande (92” TTT) who is a 
phenomenal producer of horn and cash cow offspring. Then 
we have beautiful Allens 585 Firefly 395 (87” TTT+) out of 
the dam ZD Rocks 585 Firefly. These females have produced 
some phenomenal offpsring for McCombs Ranches, Hud-
son Longhorns, Bull Creek Longhorns and Helm Cattle Co. 
This beautiful heifer is the complete package with a proven 
pedigree. Nothing missing. Nothing lacking. Her pedigree also 
includes many of the greatest herd sires ever - CV Cowboy 
Casanova, WS Jamakizm, Cowboy Chex, JR Grand Slam, 
Shadowizm, Top Caliber, and on and on. 

Lot #28 Helm Jazz 961

Red Tari CDC
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CONSIGNOR: HH Cattle Co.
DOB: 7/29/2019      PH#: 119      REG: CI323118
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Not exposed

COMMENTS: You want color? We got color! This beau-
tiful heifer was born on 7/29/19 to HL Fancy Lorelei, 
one of our most colorful cows who has produced 
multiple lacy-faced offspring. We haven’t had the 
tape on her since September 2019 (our bad), when 
she measured 74.25” TTT. The sire is RM High Hopes, 
our 88.25” TTT bull who is very familar to Fiesta Sale 
regulars. This young gal is going to be a looker. 

Lot #29

CONSIGNOR: BC Cattle Co. 
DOB:  9/29/2019     PH#: 31      REG: CI324710
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Unexposed. 

COMMENTS: They don’t get much prettier than this, 
do they? Super Savage’s dam, Super Lady’s Whimsey, 
also gave us BC Super Smoke’n, who I’m sure most of 
ya’ll know by now. Super Savage’s sire, G&L Painted 
Savage, sure worked with Super Lady’s Whimsey. 
Going to see if Alan will let me use Painted Savage for 
another super breeding. BC Super Savage is a very 
super heifer in every way with proven genetics to back 
it up. Left unexposed. 

Lot #30 BC super savage

HH Lorelei Hopes
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB:  3/9/2017     PH#:  906     REG: BI97439

COMMENTS: This is a very nice son of RM High 
Hopes. He is easy to handle and should pass 80” soon. 
His sire combines breed greats JP Rio Grande and 
Shadow Jubilee and his dam is Panther Creek breed-
ing and one of the twistiest cows we ever had, now 
owned by the Firebaughs. Her sire was Chisholm 4, a 
Boomerang son that sired some amazing daughters 
for Panther Creek. This bull will work for you!

Lot #31 RM Chisholm Hopes

This Completes Friday’s Sale
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/19/2009      PH#: 291/9     REG: CI263979
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to Icon of RM.

COMMENTS: Boy is it tough to part with this cow. She 
is Top Caliber and out of a Doherty 6 clone. Rarified 
air here! A cow with massive TTT and extreme twist is 
almost impossible to find but here she is with 90”! Her 
production has been spotless for us and we love her 
heifers. 

Lot #32

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/15/2012   PH#: 734    REG: 260173
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Heifer calf 
at side sired by Icon of RM on 2/21.

COMMENTS: This is one of our favorite cows with the 
wonderful twist, 84” TTT and a pedigree that includes 
her sire, Top Caliber and Shadowizm. This cow will 
stop traffic! We have retained a daughter. This kind 
of twist is so hard to find. Adding her genetics to your 
herd is a no-brainer.

Lot #33 RM Special Caliber 734

Allens 291/9
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Lot #34

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/12/2011    PH#: 386/11    REG: CTI278212
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at side 
sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/26.

COMMENTS: Total Spectrum was a famous and 
well-proven cow when we bought her. She really clicks 
with Fifty-Fifty BCB. She is one of the great Top Cal-
iber daughters and her dam is famous and proven in 
her own right. For those who are pedigree freaks take 
a look at hers. She is power packed with nothing but 
great producers starting with her dam and tracing cows 
going way back. This is the kind to anchor a breeding 
program. 86 1/2” TTT. She has slightly enlarged teats 
when she calves.

Lot #35 TOTAL SPECTRUM

ALLENS 285/9

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/1/2009     PH#: 285/9    REG: CA1264005
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to Icon of RM to 
10/20/20. Exposed to The Edge of RM on 12/15.

COMMENTS: We love the Top Caliber daughters and 
you won’t find a prettier one than this cow. She is McGill 
breeding on the top and the cross of two proven lines 
on the bottom, Boomerang and Diego’s Hot Shot. Both 
of these bulls are in the pedigrees of some very power-
ful females.
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Lot #36

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 8/1/2011      PH#: 81/11     REG: C276484
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to The Edge of 
RM on 12/15/20.

COMMENTS: We love this cow’s pedigree with old line 
proven genetics including VJ Tommie and Emperor. 
She can be an outcross in your herd. This is a very 
feminine, nice, big cow with 80 1/4” TTT.

Lot #37 D/O Lookin Sunny

449 HCC Perfect Caliber

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 7/25/2009     PH#: 449     REG: CATI264535
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bull calf by Icon of RM 2/2/21.

COMMENTS: Magnificent would be a good word to 
describe this cow. She has massive total horn and 82 
1/2” TTT. She has no flaws. Her pedigree is crazy good 
with Top Caliber, Hashbrown and Hashknife on the top 
side, Emperor and two breed great cows, Measles and 
FM Graves 102 on the bottom. Her dam was a gorgeous 
cow with extreme twist. This is important blood to add 
to your herd. We are selling her flashy High Hopes 
daughter in the heifer sale. Take a look at her.
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 10/16/2009       PH#: 72/9       REG: C266676
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Should calve before the sale 
by Icon of RM. 

COMMENTS: This is a stunning cow with the horn pro-
ducing bulls Boomerang and Overwhelming Toro in her 
pedigree as well as good McGill blood. She simply stands 
out in the pasture. We retain a heifer from her that is a 
mirror image. Horns: 80” TTT.

Lot #38

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 10/10/2010       PH#:        REG: CI278186
BREEDING INFORMATION: She is bred to The Edge of 
RM for a stunning calf.

COMMENTS: What a powerful cow this is! She has 
gorgeous horns that are 88 1/2” TTT. She combines 
the great JP Rio Grande with one of the greatest Butler 
bulls, Coach. Throw in the great producing Working 
Woman cow and you have something special. We 
have never had to milk this cow but she does have 
larger than normal teats when she calves.

Lot #39 GRANDE VICKIE 010

SH CACTUS RATTLER 72/9
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CONSIGNOR: Fairlea Longhorn Ranch
DOB: 10/26/10    PH#: 061     REG: 256080

COMMENTS: How many 96” cows have you 
seen? Here is one you can not only see, but buy 
and to top it off, Yellow Bell has a beautiful heifer 
calf at side sired by my senior herd sire, Santee 
Chex. In fact, she may just be a 3-N-1. Breeding 
information as well as horn measurement will be 
provided at the sale. 

special lot

pacific yellow bell
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 5/5/2012     PH#: 752     REG: CTI283959
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/24.

COMMENTS: Pacific Mermaid is one of the elite cows 
in the breed and this is a fabulous daughter of hers. 
Her sire, ZD Kelly was one of the first bulls to pass 80” 
and he is well known for producing some very special 
daughters. This cow would fit in the top of any herd. 
She produced an exceptional Drag Iron daughter. 
Horns are 94 3/4” TTT.

Lot #40

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 10/3/2012     PH#: 463     REG: C249459
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to Icon of RM.

COMMENTS: This is Shadow Jubilee breeding at its 
best. Her sire is about as good as it gets in proven old 
lines. She is drop dead gorgeous with 81” TTT. This is 
breeding that we consider an important building block 
that is highly respected throughout the breed.

Lot #41 M Arrow Wow’s Jubilee

RM Texas Mermaid
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 8/30/2012         PH#: 462      REG: CTI285826
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to The Edge of RM.

COMMENTS: Predictable cow families are very im-
portant to us and she is a member of the Shadow Ju-
bilee Cow Family. Her dam is a Jubilee clone. We have 
treasured this line in our herd and she is a wonderful 
cow with 84 1/2” TTT.

Lot #42

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 11/11/2014           PH#: 849/1      REG: CI293336
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Should calve before the 
sale by Icon of RM.

COMMENTS: Her name fits her, she’s SMOKEN. Her 
sire is well proven and a full brother to CV Cowboy 
Casanova. Her dam is a gorgeous cow bred by Mike 
Bowman and owned by Bow Carpenter. She has an 
amazing pedigree of great producing Bowman cattle. 
Take a look at her color and the strength of her pedi-
gree. She will fit your herd. Horns are 73” TTT.

Lot #43 RM Super Smoken 849

M Arrow Party Girl
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/22/2008   PH#: 522     REG: 250291
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage
COMMENTS: Twist is the hardest thing to breed for 
but her dam, Mellow Red, produced it often. This is the 
best twist producing family we have ever had. Mellow 
Specks is among the most beautiful cows we have pro-
duced in all of our years in the business. We will also 
be selling a striking full-sister to her. She is the dam of 
RM Hopes and Dreams that sold for $22,000. She is no 
doubt one of Touchdown’s best daughters. We retain 
two daughters and one young Beast son that we will 
use this year. This cow can be the face of your pro-
gram. Horns: 88 1/4” TTT.

Lot #44

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 6/1/2010      PH#: 631         REG: CI271864
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Should calve before the 
sale by G & L Painted Savage.

COMMENTS: This is the magic you get when Touch-
down is crossed with Mellow Red. She is a full-sister 
to Mellow Specks PAT and several other twisty cows. 
We think she has to be one of our top cows. Horns: 85 
1/2” TTT.

Lot #45 RM Mellow PAT 631

RM Mellow Specks PAT
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/1/2012      PH#: 745       REG: 260169
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to The Edge of 
RM on 12/15/20.

COMMENTS: This is a daughter of the great RM Mel-
low Specks PAT cow and she is developing the tight 
twist that she inherited from her dam. Iron Mike was 
known for siring great daughters and she is certainly 
that. She is a sweetheart! TWIST, TWIST, TWIST. 

Lot #46

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/13/2015      PH#: 853      REG: CI297665
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage.

COMMENTS: This is a very interesting young cow 
that is starting to twist already. Her dam is a massive 
horned cow that sells today and a great Touchdown 
daughter. When you add the value of the High Hopes 
breeding with Rio and Shadow Jubilee you have a 
winner for sure. We have retained her 2020 heifer and 
bred her back to G & L Painted Savage. Horns are 70 
1/8” TTT.

Lot #47 RM Mellow Hopes 853

RM Iron Lady 745
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CONSIGNOR: Beast Partnership
DOB: 3/14/2016      PH#: 603    REG: BI94250
COMMENTS: We call him The Beast! When we first laid eyes on 
him we had to have him. He was the most impressive youngster 
we had ever seen. We set a breed record for a bull his age when 
we bought him. Leading breeders joined us in using this bull when 
we offered semen and he was bred to some of the top cows in the 
industry. The results are now in and he is proving himself to be the 
“real deal.” We are pleased with the color we get out of him and 
he adds height and muscle to often improve the cows he’s bred 
to. He measured 85” TTT in September. He has had a bad habit 
of rubbing both horns down which we believe has kept him from 
getting to 90”. Regardless of that we couldn’t be happier with the 
results we’ve gotten with him. This bull is being sold to settle up 
the partnership. Mike Davis and RM both have sons that they will 
be using. As part of this “share the herd” sale we felt it would be 
appropriate to offer this bull. We hope that leading breeders will 
recognize this opportunity to buy a bull of this caliber at auction 
with NO RESERVE. Selling with 130 straws of heifer sexed semen 
and 182 conventional. Semen is located at Integrated Breeders

Lot #48 TCC Rios Voomerific - herd sire
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 6/27/2011     PH#: 718      REG: 259036
BREEDING INFORMATION: She should calve before 
the sale by G & L Painted Savage.

COMMENTS: This is one of our favorite Iron Mike 
daughters. He did such a good job for us. She is DROP 
DEAD GORGEOUS! Her dam was a Farlap Chex 
daughter out of the famous Tari’s Treasure cow raised 
by Bob Loomis. There is greatness in these genetics. 
Horns 79 1/2”.

Lot #49

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 10/1/2007     PH#: 20/7     REG: 249947
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to The Edge of 
RM on 1/28/21.

COMMENTS: This is one of our most stunning cows. 
She has been a consistent producer of flashy heifers 
for us and will have a killer Touchdown daughter sell-
ing as well. She has a strong pedigree that is Loomis 
on the top side and Phenomenon and Starlight on the 
bottom. Old, well-proven genetics are hard to beat. 
Bull calf by G & L Painted Savage 11/26/20. Horns: 79 
1/4” TTT. We have never had to milk this cow but her 
teats do enlarge when she calves.

Lot #50 AWESOME CHEYENNE

RM Mike’s Emily
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 8/16/2015      PH#: 859     REG: CI299987
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage. 

COMMENTS: We hate to sell this young Touchdown 
daughter. She is just so pretty. Her dam sells today 
and has passed on a lot of horn. You can’t beat this 
package if you are looking for stunning black and white 
females. Horns are 77 1/2” TTT.

Lot #51

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/3/2010         PH#: 004     REG: CI267940
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage.
COMMENTS: This cow is a SUPER STAR! Mike Davis 
has a gorgeous High Hopes daughter and we retain 
three daughters. Cadillac, her sire, was a top producer 
for Mike Bowman and her dam is a daughter of the 
great Boomerang. This is absolutely one of the best 
cows we have ever owned. Her horns are 94 3/4” TTT. 
This cow is very protective of her newborns, the trait 
of a great mama cow.

Lot #52 Cadillac Cowgirl EOT 004

RM Shy Ann TD 859
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/16/2015      PH#: 841       REG: CI297655
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to The Edge of 
RM on 12/15/20.

COMMENTS: Looking for a young cow that has it all? 
Here she is! A Rio daughter out of our big producing 
and biggest horned cow Cadillac Cowgirl. We expect 
her to get well into the 90’s and she’s already 82 1/2” 
TTT. There is no risk in buying from this family line. She 
had a beautiful Beast heifer in 2019 who belongs to 
the Firebaughs. 

Lot #53

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 2/3/2015      PH#: 850       REG: CAI297664
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted Savage.

COMMENTS: This has to be one of our best young cows. 
Not only is she easy on the eyes but she is sired by the 
Glendennings great bull, Drag Iron. Her dam is a great 
Touchdown daughter now owned by Kaitlyn Moss. Her 
granddam was an incredible cow named JP Grand Kay 
Anne and her great granddam was the great producing 
J. R. Kaitlyn cow. We love stacked generations of great-
ness. Her 2020 Beast heifer was one of our best. We 
expect she will easily pass 90” soon with horns currently 
84 1/2”.

Lot #54 RM Draggin’ Kay 850

RM Cadillac Grande 841
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/30/2004      PH#: 47     REG: 226888
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by Icon of RM on 2/5.

COMMENTS: We have owned this cow a long time and 
she is one of our best producers ever. She is the great 
combination of Overwhelming Toro and Tari Graves. It 
just doesn’t get any better. To date she has produced 
seven heifers for us, one of which is in this sale. She is 
the granddam of the breed’s biggest horned cow, 3S 
Danica. She is also the dam of a 100” cow. She still has 
some production left in her. 84” TTT. 

Lot #55

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 2/27/2015      PH#: 843     REG: CI297657
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage.

COMMENTS: We could write a book about this young 
cow and her family. She traces to the great Tari Graves 
cow. We rarely have sold this breeding because we 
think it is important to put it back in the herd. Her full 
sister is the dam of the breed’s biggest horned TTT 
cow, 3S Danica and a 100” cow herself. She is the dam 
of RM Fearless Illusion 960 as well as an outstanding 
2019 heifer. This is one that we would prefer to keep. 
This is your opportunity. Horns are 80 1/2” TTT.

Lot #56 RM Touchdown Tari 843

FGR SUNNY TARI
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 5/31/2008       PH#: 500       REG: 250269
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to The Edge of RM 
on 12/15/20.

COMMENTS: MC Super Rex has a sterling production 
record with one over 100” daughter. We crossed him on 
our best Butler cow to get Sexy Rexy Lady. She is the 
dam of what we think was our best young cow we ever 
produced who died in her third year and had only one 
calf and she was pushing 90” before age 5. She also has 
another daughter that is over 80” as a four year old. She 
has 83 1/2” TTT with lots of productive years left in her. 
View this cow as an investment and not just a purchase. 

Lot #57 RM Sexy Rexy Lady
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/9/2014     PH#: 815     REG: BI91454

COMMENTS: Icon is a very special bull in so many ways. 
He is a great outcross bull at a time when that’s just 
what many of us need. His sire is Safari BL Chex, a bull 
that has been successfully used in several top breeding 
programs. The top side of his pedigree is the best in old 
line Butler and Loomis breeding and the bottom side 
includes Touchdown of RM with great Butler blood such 
as Dode’s Bluboy. For those wanting to add important 
Butler blood you can’t beat this bull. He is 82 1/2” TTT 
and more importantly he has proven himself to produce 
daughters that have rapid early horn growth with over 
60” at age two not being unusual. Selling with 70 straws 
of conventional semen and 115 straws of heifer sexed 
semen (located at Integrated Breeders).

Lot #58 Icon of RM - herd sire
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CONSIGNOR: Glendenning Farms
DOB:  5/17/2017  PH#: 88/17     REG: CI323497
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to GF Armstrong

COMMENTS: Iron Dance is a very special Drag Iron 
daughter that has it all. Color, great conformation and 
horns headed in the right direction. Bull calf at side 
born 1/21/2021, sired by GF Armstrong, an Iron Mike 
ST son. Stacked genetics to add to any program and a 
chance to own a Drag Iron daughter, one that will be 
missed! TTT measurement will be announced at sale 
date. For more information go to: Glendenningfarms.
com/consignments.

Lot #59

CONSIGNOR: Glendenning Farms
DOB: 11/20/2016   PH#: 66/16     REG: CI323958
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Confirmed bred to Load-
ed Dice

COMMENTS: This is one special cow with beautiful 
color, perfect body, great horns and wonderful blood-
lines to add to any herd. Daughter of Kingsman – son 
of Cowboy Up Chex. Confirmed bred to a Drag Iron 
son, Loaded Dice, for a spring 2021 calf. We will miss 
seeing this one in the pasture! For more information go 
to: Glendenningfarms.com/consignments.

Lot #60 GF Crown Crescent

GF Iron Dance
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CONSIGNOR: Glendenning Farms
DOB: 4/26/2017   PH#:  4/17    REG: CI323724
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to Rex Chex.

COMMENTS: Flo is one of our favorite Iron Mike ST 
daughters. A beautifully marked, very feminine cow 
that will capture your eye in the pasture. Heifer calf at 
side born 11/29/2020, sired by REX CHEX, our Cowboy 
Tuff Chex son. This is a complete package with her 
amazing colors, nice conformation and horns along 
with stacked genetics. Bred back to the same bull – 
REX CHEX for a Fall 2021 calf. Hope she goes to a 
really good home! For more information go to: Glenden-
ningfarms.com/consignments.

Lot #61

CONSIGNOR: Fairlea Longhorns
DOB:  5/20/2012  PH#:  23    REG: CI309905
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Her calf was born on 3/1 but 
was lost to predators. We are putting her with Santee 
Chex and, if we cannot confirm pregnancy before the 
sale, we will give the buyer 3 straws of Santee Chex 
semen.

COMMENTS: Rex’s Penny is one of my favorites. She will 
be over 87” by sale date and will almost certainly hit 90” 
TTT. She has a star studded pedigree that is heavily influ-
enced by Red’s breeding. She is gentle, a very good milk-
er, and raises a good calf every year. Check her out on my 
website to see photos of four of her heifer offspring.  

Lot #62 Rex’s Penny

GF Go With The Flo
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CONSIGNOR: Fairlea Longhorn Ranch
DOB: 11/10/2017    PH#: 752     REG: CI314632
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to BH Ferdinand

COMMENTS: Pacific Tippet is a young cow with a 
bright future. She has 71.25” TTT at 39 months and 
she is calm, friendly, colorful and a good milk producer. 
Her sire is over 90” TTT and her dam is 85.25” TTT on 
2/6/21 as a five year old. As though that’s not enough, 
she has a bull calf by Santee Chex at side and she will 
be bred to my Patton soon, BH Ferdinand who has 
85.75” at 3.

Lot #63

CONSIGNOR: LM Longhorns
DOB: 6/26/2016  PH#: 629     REG: CI327618
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to WS HYDRO 
from 05/09/2020 to 11/01/2020.

COMMENTS: Standing Ovation is a colorful daughter 
of 96” Wiregrass Magnola 09. She is bred to 2017 Ul-
timate Bull, WS Hydro and we are retaining her Hydro 
heifer as part of our core herd. Great producers such 
as Hunts Command Respect, Horse Head Showtime 
and Tari Graves are in her bloodline. A great founda-
tion cow for someone starting their herd! 

Lot #64 Standing Ovation

 Pacific Tippet
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CONSIGNOR: HH Cattle Co.
DOB: 8/9/2015   PH#:  19/5    REG: CI299740
BREEDING INFORMATION:  AI’d with heifer sexed 
semen to Rebel HR and exposed to RM High Hopes. 
COMMENTS: “Kaleidoscopic” is not an approved TL-
BAA color description but it sure fits Hurry Up! Multiple 
colors and a distinctive face are complemented by 
75.5” TTT horns measured on 9/15/20. She has been 
AI’d with heifer sexed semen from Harrell Ranch’s 
spectacular bull Rebel HR. His sire(WF Commando) is a 
double bred Hunts Command Respect son with 107” of 
total horn and 83” TTT. His dam (HR Slam’s Rose) had 
over 82” TTT as a 5 year old. Hurry Up has also been 
pasture exposed to our herd sire, the 86” TTT RM High 
Hopes. You can’t go wrong with this cow!

Lot #65

CONSIGNOR: HH Cattle Co.
DOB: 12/21/2013   PH#:  64    REG: CI290002
BREEDING INFORMATION:  AI’d with heifer sexed 
semen to Rebel HR and exposed to RM High Hopes. 

COMMENTS: Chap’s favorite HH cow and our finest exam-
ple of black and white Longhorns. Her TTT measured 82.25” 
on 10/1/20. She has been AI’d with heifer sexed semen from 
Harrell Ranch’s spectacular bull Rebel HR. His sire (WF Com-
mando) is double bred Hunts Command Respect son 107” of 
total horn and 83” TTT. His dam (HR Slam’s Rose) had over 
82” TTT as a 5 year old. Pacific Frost has also been pasture 
exposed to our herd sire, the 86” TTT, RM High Hopes. This 
is the dam to the service sire of Lot 19. Last year, one of her 
heifers sold at auction to Mike Casey. She is selling with a 
reserve.  

Lot #66 HH Pacific Frost

Lazy J’s Hurry Up
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CONSIGNOR: HH Cattle Co.
DOB: 7/4/2013   PH#: 0/13     REG: CI324655
BREEDING INFORMATION: Exposed to RM High 
Hopes

COMMENTS: Here’s a wonderful example of Crisp 
Respect’s progeny. His heifers are developing spec-
tacular horns and color and many have been sold 
at prior Fiesta Sales. She measured 88.25” TTT on 
1/19/21 and her distinctive coloring makes for a front 
pasture jewel. She has been exposed to our herd sire, 
the 88.25” TTT RM High Hopes. That’s 173” of horn 
genetics! 

Lot #67

CONSIGNOR: Alan and Teresa Sparger
DOB: 10/18/2016        PH#: 166      REG: CI303506
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to The Beast.

COMMENTS: Glimmer is a smoking hot daughter of 
Icon of RM. The top side of her pedigree is loaded with 
Farlap Chex, the famous Night Safari cow and Touch-
down of RM. Her dam is a big framed, big horned 
cow with a nice roll to her horns. When you add the 
Top Caliber son Big Wig along with McGill breeding 
you have a power packed pedigree. This cow is just 
a baby. She can work for you for many years. Horns 
were 70 1/4” TTT last September.

Lot #68 ML Glimmer Dust

HL Blossom 
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Lot #69 3S Brindle Tari

CONSIGNOR: Alan and Teresa Sparger
DOB: 5/18/2014      PH#: 40     REG: CI292399
BREEDING INFORMATION: She should calve before the 
sale by The Beast.

COMMENTS: This cow speaks for herself! Her sire com-
bines the great JP Rio Grande with the fabulous Shadow 
Jubilee. Her dam is also the dam of the breed’s biggest 
horned TTT and highest selling cow, 3S Danica. Her grand-
dam sells today and is an amazing cow with a tremendous 
production record. She is one of two half sisters to Danica 
that we have left. This cow is a showstopper. She mea-
sured 82” last fall, no telling what her total is. This cow has 
limited milk and needs TLC when she’s raising a calf.

In Memory of Charline McCombs November 17, 1928 - December 12, 2019
Photo credit: San Antonio Report
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 1/3/2012       PH#: 1/2       REG: BI85712

COMMENTS: This bull is a joy to own. He is one of the 
most beautiful bulls we’ve ever had, he’s big horned 
and he has some incredible offspring in the industry. 
Besides that he’s so laid back and easy going. We ac-
quired him for two reasons. We had seen some stun-
ning daughters of his commanding impressive $$$ 
and his pedigree reveals that he is an outcross bull 
in most herds with two powerful producers of fancy 
daughters in ZD Kelly and VJ Tommie. Needless to say, 
he has not let us down. This is your opportunity to add 
this great bull to your lineup. Sells with 280 straws of 
conventional semen. Semen is located at Integrated 
Breeders. Horns are 85 3/4” TTT.

Lot #70 G&L PAINTED SAVAGE - herd sire
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 2/8/2015     PH#: 71     REG: C1293961
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf sired 
by Icon of RM on 2/24..

COMMENTS: This young cow has to be right at the top 
of the herd for her age. Her sire is Fifty-Fifty BCB and 
his dam is Loomis breeding. She checks all the boxes 
with gorgeous color, lateral horns that should twist and 
already 81 1/2” TTT. She can be a cornerstone in your 
herd. 

Lot #71

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 11/5/14   PH#: 454     REG: 269649
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to The Edge of RM.

COMMENTS: This spectacular Bowman bred cow was a 
high seller at The Legacy. She has been easy on the eyes 
since we first saw her as a heifer. Her pedigree is amaz-
ing. Her sire is a son of the immortal JP Rio Grande and 
out of BL Catchit. This is the best from Loomis breeding. 
Her dam combines the strong lines of JR Grand Slam 
and Boomerang. One of her heifers will sell Friday night. 
This cow has produced very well for us. She measures 
92 1/2” TTT. She suffered a hip injury last year that has 
healed well and she is able to travel without difficulty.

Lot #72 ZEUS FOUR EYES 1454

Silver 50-50
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/18/2014       PH#: 818       REG: CI292799
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted Savage

COMMENTS: This is a stunning Touchdown daughter 
out of the great RZ Shadow in the Snow cow. She has 
an incredible pedigree that includes Super Bowl, VJ 
Tommie, Jamakizm, Drag Iron and Emperor. OMG! How 
could it get any better? Well it does! Horns are 73 1/4”.

Lot #73

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/22/2014        PH#: 832       REG: CI292808
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage

COMMENTS: This is a pretty Touchdown daughter 
and a full sister to the $100,000 RM OK Lady PAT 555. 
The mating of TD and OK Swoop produced several 
very nice daughters for us. This is an interesting com-
bination of our most proven bull with old line genetics 
going back to Phenomenon. Horns are 79” TTT.

Lot #74 RM OK Touch PAT 832

RM Touch ‘N Shadow PAT
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 7/10/2013     PH#: 801    REG: 263417
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/26.

COMMENTS: This is a sexy Touchdown daughter in her 
prime. Her dam is in the sale and is all old line genet-
ics. This mating produced another great cow that sells 
today. You will love her. Horns are 78 1/2”.

Lot #75

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 11/28/2014     PH#: 848    REG: CI297662
BREEDING INFORMATION: Should calve before the 
sale to G & L Painted Savage.

COMMENTS: Do you love lateral horns? Here’s your 
cow! This young Touchdown daughter is out of an 
over 80” dam and ready to go to work for you. Our 
foundation is loaded with Touchdown breeding and 
this cow should work well for you. There is an out-
standing full sister also selling. Horns are 80” TTT.

Lot #76 RM Bella Score 848

RM Lady Bella PAT 801
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 6/11/2009      PH#: 566       REG: 253462
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage to calve before the sale.

COMMENTS: A pretty Touchdown daughter out of 
a great cow family. Mellow Yellow and her daughter 
Mellow Red are found in many RM pedigrees. We love 
predictable cow families. Horns 75” TTT.

Lot #77

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/5/2012      PH#: 760       REG: 260171
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Heifer calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/24..

COMMENTS: This just might be our best cow. It hasn’t 
mattered which bull we’ve bred her to as the results have 
always been great. She is the dam of our young bull The 
Edge of RM. He is bred to some of the lots in the sale. 
We expect great things from him. She has a Cowboy 
Tuff Chex daughter in the sale that is stunning. Her sire, 
Sebastian, is the product of one of the most success-
ful planned matings ever in Boomerang and Tabasco’s 
Lezawe. The bottom side is all old-line blood that makes 
this cow an outcross for many of us. This cow can make 
a breeding program. 93 3/4” TTT.

Lot #78 RM Rose of Sebastian

RM MORE MELLOW PAT 566
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 1/30/2015      PH#: 840     REG: CAI297654
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Exposed to The Edge of 
RM on 12/15/20.

COMMENTS: Cowboy Tuff Chex crossed on our best 
cow, Rose of Sebastian. What could be better? Her 
pedigree is stacked with horn genetics and outstanding 
individuals. One could say the “Who’s Who” of Long-
horns! She is drop dead pretty and already 82 3/4” TTT. 

Lot #79

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 1/6/2012      PH#: 01/12     REG: CAI295690
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage.

COMMENTS: This is a very pretty daughter of the 
great JP Rio Grande. Her pedigree is loaded with great 
producers. The bottom side has top McGill and Butler 
breeding such as Top Caliber and S & L’s Plum Perfect, 
a special cow that had extreme twist. If you’re looking 
for old, proven cow family genetics, this is one to take 
a long hard look at. Not an OCV. Horns: 82 1/4”.

Lot #80 RM Pretty Grande

RM Cowboy’s Rose 840
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 6/8/2012      PH#: 212       REG: CI280500
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to G & L 
Painted Savage

COMMENTS: This cow has produced three superb 
daughters for us that we have retained. Her sire is 
out of one of the breed’s great cows, FL Rio Maxine. 
Her dam is old-line Panther Creek breeding. If you are 
looking for a cow that will make you money, TAKE 
THIS COW HOME! Production is what it’s all about, 
and this cow has what it takes. 77 1/4” TTT.

Lot #81

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/12/2014       PH#: 827      REG: CI292810
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/11.

COMMENTS: Safari Chex was a total outcross for us 
and added some of the best Butler blood ever to our 
herd. Her dam was a beautiful Super Rex daughter 
that we lost in her prime. This is a good combination 
of genetics for anybody to work with. Horns are 79 
1/2”.

Lot #82 RM Miss Safari Rex 827

DDR Evita
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 7/20/2015      PH#: 861     REG: CI299989
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Heifer calf at 
side sired by Icon of RM on 2/24.

COMMENTS: We bought this sweetheart as a heifer at 
one of our sales from the Allen Ranch. We had always 
thought that Working Woman genetics were amaz-
ing and it was a no brainer that being able to acquire 
a Jamakizm/Working Woman female was a must for 
us. She has developed into a very nice cow that can 
impact your herd. We wish we could keep her! Horns 
are 72 1/2” TTT.

Lot #83

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/11/2015    PH#: 854     REG: CI297666
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to Icon of RM.

COMMENTS: This is one of our last Iron Mike daugh-
ters. When you combine the McGill breeding on top 
with the VJ Tommie influence on the bottom you have 
some very powerful individuals throughout her ped-
igree. He dam is a very nice black Tommie daughter. 
Horns: 75 1/2” TTT.

Lot #84 RM Irongirl 854

RM Jack Pot Girl 861
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 12/15/2011       PH#: 727       REG: 260165
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to Icon of RM.

COMMENTS: Shadow Jubilee was a great cow that 
we always liked. We sought to add her blood whenev-
er we could. This is a rare daughter and a nice, lateral 
horned cow. She is the dam of Razzmatazz of RM and 
we are retaining two very nice daughters. We hate to 
see her go. Bred to Icon of RM. Horns: 75 3/4”.

Lot #85

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 3/31/2015       PH#: 837       REG: CI297651
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by Icon of RM on 3/1

COMMENTS: This cow comes from one of our favorite 
cow families that goes back to Tabasco’s Lezawe. 
Her sire is breed royalty with famous parents, JP Rio 
Grande and Shadow Jubilee. When you add Boomer-
ang in the mix this is a spot on pedigree. Her dam is 
upper 80’s and we expect this cow will do the same. 
Horns: 77 1/2” TTT.

Lot #86 RM Sharita Hopes 837

RM Iron Jubilee
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 7/5/2013      PH#: 810    REG: CI295865
BREEDING INFORMATION: Should calve before the 
sale by G & L Painted Savage

COMMENTS: This is a full sister to the famous RM 
Touch ‘N Whirl PAT cow. This cow has two fabulous 
daughters that we retain. This breeding is well proven. 
Touchdown worked well with YO cows and the Whirl-
wind blood found in YO cattle was very predictable. 
This cow would be an outcross for most breeders. 
Horns: 74 3/4”. This cow can get nervous.

Lot #87

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 11/22/2015              PH#: 862    REG: CI299990
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/7.

COMMENTS: Touchdown and Tari’s Treasure clicked 
for us. We sold one daughter in The Legacy, one is 
over 90” and owned by Mike Davis and this is the 
youngest. Give her time, she is a good one. Tari’s 
Treasure produced well for Bob Loomis, then raised a 
$40,000 daughter named Awesome Emily (she has a 
daughter in this sale) and then hit home runs for us. 
Put this cow to work in your program. Horns: 71” TTT.

Lot #88 RM Tari’s TD Treasure

RM Touch A Whirlwind PAT
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 7/25/2009      PH#: 591       REG: 253469
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/7

COMMENTS: This cow is Touchdown crossed on old 
-line Butler blood. She measures 80” TTT. This cow 
has enlarged teats when she calves although we have 
never needed to milk her.

Lot #89

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 11/3/2015      PH#: 28/15       REG: CI304877
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to G & L Painted 
Savage.

COMMENTS: This is a nice young cow that is already 
75 1/2” TTT. She has strong, proven breeding top 
and bottom with Sittin Bull on the top side and JP Rio 
Grande, J. R. Grand Slam and Rutledges Dinger on the 
bottom. Bred to G & L Painted Savage.

Lot #90 DC Got Freckles

RM She’s Ten Again PAT 591
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 9/27/2006      PH#: 2/06     REG: 241057
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to The Edge of RM.

COMMENTS: Here is a clone of the great Doherty 6 
cow. We always had great respect for this cow family 
and jumped at the opportunity to add this breeding 
anytime we could acquire it. She measures 73 1/2” TTT.  
Her teats enlarge when she calves but we have never 
had to milk this cow.

Lot #91

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 10/4/2006      PH#: 10/06     REG: 241051
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/22.

COMMENTS: This is a clone of the immortal Doherty 
6 cow. If you’re looking for old, proven genetics, here 
you go. Doherty 6 produced several massive horned, 
high selling daughters in her day. When you add the 
extreme twist in this cow family, you have something 
special. This cow has enlarged teats when she calves 
but we have never had to milk her.

Lot #92 ALLENS DOHERTY 10/06 CF11

ALLENS DOHERTY 2/06 CF11
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 4/14/2013      PH#: 791      REG: 263407
BREEDING INFORMATION: Not exposed. Bull calf at 
side sired by G & L Painted Savage on 2/24. 

COMMENTS: This is a very pretty cow and the great 
cross of Cowboy Chex on JP Grand Dottie. Dottie was 
a very good cow for us. Known genetics on both sides 
are very important. She has produced two great heif-
ers for us, one which sold in our heifer sale for $9700. 
Horns are 76” TTT. This cow is high headed.

Lot #93

CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 6/1/2006   PH#: 18      REG: C240943
BREEDING INFORMATION: Bred to Icon of RM.

COMMENTS: We bought this Hever bred cow as a 
heifer at one of our sales. With strong Butler influence, 
she turned into one of those great producing cows 
that make money! She really clicked with Touchdown. 
She is a heavy milker that gets enlarged teats when 
she calves but we have never had to milk her. 

Lot #94 HL COYOTE’S STARDOE

RM Cowgirl Dottie 791
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CONSIGNOR: Red McCombs Ranches
DOB: 7/1/2003       PH#:        REG: C215835
BREEDING INFORMATION:  Bred to G & L 
Painted Savage.

COMMENTS: This big framed twisty horned cow 
represents old-line breeding that quickly jumps back 
to Emperor and a great cow Lucy Creek’s Fina Joya on 
top and Bail Jumper on the bottom. She is 80 1/2” TTT 
and has been a consistent producer for us. She has 
2 very nice Touchdown daughters in the sale (Lot 75 
and Lot 76). 

Lot #95 BRR Bella Bambola
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Lot #H1

Filly
DOB: 2/12/20
Red Overo Paint
Sire: RM Apache Warrior
Dam: RM Miss Colonel Lena

Lot #H2

Filly
DOB: 4/8/20
Sorrel
Sire: RM Apache Warrior
Dam: Short Hickory Lee

Red mccombs Ranches Horse lots
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3S Ranch
Alan and Teresa Sparger
Lots #15, 68, 69
210-445-8798
dodgeram52@yahoo.com

BC Cattle Co.
Bow Carpenter
Lots #16, 30 
210-771-3636
bcarpenter@ctlptx.com

BEME Longhorns
Barrett Evans 
Lot #8
210-884-7905 
barrett@pipemovers.com

Buckhorn Cattle Co.
Buck & Sharon Adams
Lots 7
405-229-9924
buck@buckhorncattle.com

Brazos Rose Ranch
Ronnie and Jackie Mullinax
Lot #12
713-299-5160
rmullinax@brazosroseranch.com 

Circle Double C Longhorns
Chris & Christina Clark
Lot #27
361-816-6007
circledoublecranch@yahoo.com

Fairlea Longhorns
Mike & Jeanie Casey
Lots #17, 18, 62, 63
415-662-2541
eieisq@casers.net

Glendenning Farms
Rex and Sherese Glendenning
Lots #3, 26, 59-61
972-978-0424
sherese@rexrealestate.com

Helm Cattle Co.
John Helm
Lot #28
972-670-5134
johnhelm1@me.com

HH Cattle Co.
John & Susie Hever and
Chap & Ethel Hutcheson
Lots #19, 29, 65-67
713-805-1065 or 
214-802-5380
jhever@hllonghorns.com
chap@ehutcheson.com

Jack Mountain Ranch
Hal & Betty Meyer
Lot 23
512-422-4681
halmeyer@hotmail.com

KDK Longhorn
Janet Harmon & Kent Mayes
Lot #2
512-771-2848
kdklonghorns@gmail.com

Lazy J Longhorns
Joe Sedlacek 
Lots #1, 24
785-447-9132
lazyjlonghorns@aol.com 

Legend Valley Ranch
David Mills
Lot #22 
512-751-1022
dmills@legendvalleyranch.com

LM Longhorns
Mike and Holly Davis
Lots #10, 21, 64
214-718-1144
Mike@LMLonghorns.com

MK Cattle Co.
Michael Kearney 
Lots #4, 11
713-819-9900
mckearney@live.com

Red McCombs Ranches
Red McCombs
Lots 5, 6, 31-58, 70-95
830-868-7491

SE Longhorn Ranch
Eitan & Sandy Barhum
Lot #13
303-356-2558
eitan3224@aol.com

Silver T Ranch
Kurt and Glenda Twining
Lots #20, 25
512-466-5917
kurt_twining@msn.com

Tio Benito Longhorns
Ben Liska
Lots #9, 14
361-813-3130
bliska.realtor@gmail.com

OUR CONSIGNORS
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1. Bidding
Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder. The auc-
tioneer in charge will settle any disputes as to bids, and 
his decision shall be final.

2. Terms
Terms of the sale are cash or check or approved credit. 
Settlement must be made to the clerk at the conclusion 
of the auction.

3. Purchaser’s Risk
Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon 
as sold, but will not be delivered until settlement has 
been made.

4. Certificate of Registry
When full settlement has been made, a certificate of 
registration will be furnished and transferred to the 
purchaser. Give full name and address to the secretary 
when making payments so the Certificates of Registry 
will be transferred properly.

5. Health
All animals are eligible for interstate shipment except as 
otherwise noted. The cattle have been tested for tuber-
culosis and brucellosis within 30 days of sale date. A 
certificate will be furnished. Cattle have not been tested 
for any other diseases and therefore it is the responsi-
bility of the prospective purchaser to request any other 
tests on individual animals from each consignor well in 
advance of the sale in order to obtain a negative test 
result for a given disease. Sellers may voluntarily test 
their cattle for other diseases should they be request-
ed but have no obligation to do so. There is no implied 
guarantee for refund or replacement of cattle that may 
test positive for any disease other than tuberculosis or 
brucellosis after the sale.

6. Announcements
Announcements from the auction box take precedence 
over printed matter in this catalog. All cattle will be sold 
by lot numbers, as announced by auctioneer.

7. Breeding Guarantee
(A) All animals are guaranteed to be breeders with the 
exception of: (a) injury or disease occurring after sale, 
(b) negligence or willful misconduct on the part of the 
purchaser.
(B) Any female is considered a breeder if she is pregnant 
at the
time of this sale and/or she has a calf at side.
(C) Any bull which either: (1) produces viable semen; (2) 
settles 1/3 or more of the healthy cows he serves; (3) 
is the sire of 20 or more animals; or (4) settles cows by 

natural service, and passes a fertility test made by a com-
petent veterinarian during any six month period trial, shall 
be considered a breeder.
(D) Buyer must notify seller within one year of any breed-
ingproblem found in an animal.

8. Embryo Transfer Guarantee
All donor cows that have been worked successfully in 
embryo transfer are guaranteed to produce good embry-
os with the exception of other guarantees stated in the 
footnotes of this catalog or announced from the auction 
block. It is understood that these guarantees are valid only 
if: (1) a qualified person or persons do the transfer; (2) 
donor cow is managed properly in embryo transfer (i.e. not 
over conditioned and/or overworked); (3) injury or disease 
does not occur after the sale and (4) the purchaser is not 
negligent or willfully mistreats the donor cow.

9. Options and Privileges for Return or Adjustment 
(A) All claims for adjustment or return must be made in 
writing within six months of the sale date.
(B) Any animal that has not proven itself a breeder within 
the
time limits specified above, if in healthy condition, may be 
returned to seller at buyer’s expense. The seller reserves 
the right and privilege of trying for a period of six months 
to prove the animal a breeder. If proven a breeder, an ani-
mal will be returned at buyer’s expense. Should the animal 
fail to breed, the seller, at his option, may either return the 
purchase price or make replacement of the animal with 
another of equal value.
(C) Any animal returned must have a veterinarian’s certifi-
cate that it is free of Bangs and tuberculosis.

10. Rights and Obligations
(A) The above terms and conditions of sale shall constitute 
a contract between the buyers and sellers of each animal 
and shall be equally binding upon both.
(B) Animals resold following the purchase in this sale 
shall constitute a separate transaction, and the rights and 
obligations of the two parties connected thereto are not 
covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.
(C) All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk 
and the owners nor any person connected with the man-
agement of the sale assume any liability, legal or other-
wise, for any accidents which may occur.

11. Applicable Law
All cattle (or horses) in this sale are offered according to 
the laws of the State of Texas. 

Except for those stated in the below terms and conditions there are no warranties, either expressed or implied, as to 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the cattle being sold at this auction.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
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